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1Abstract—This paper presents the development of a model
of knee swinging ergometer for stroke patient. Knee swinging
ergometer is introduced as a hybrid exercise for restoration of
function of the knee for stroke patients through the application
of functional electrical stimulation. The aim of the new FESassisted knee swinging ergometer is to provide high intensity
exercise. This will elongate the exercise duration and avoid
early muscle fatigue. The ergometer is designed to utilize the
voluntary non-paretic leg movement in assisting the FESinduced paretic leg of stroke patient. A humanoid with muscle
model was developed and incorporated with the ergometer to
perform simulation of FES-assisted knee swinging exercise. PID
controller is used to achieve full knee extension during each
cycle of knee swinging exercise. Simulation results show that
the ergometer is able to reduce half of the required electrical
stimulation. In conclusion, the new knee swinging ergometer is
able to avoid early muscle fatigue in performing high intensity
knee exercise through electrical stimulation.

Index Terms—Functional electrical stimulation,
swinging ergometer, muscle fatigue, muscle model.

[5]–[10] in solving fatigue problems. However, the study of
these systems did not focus on achieving repetitive
movements of the stimulated limb. Furthermore, most of
their study involves complex repetitive movements which
did not further enhance recovery [9]. Therefore, this study
concentrates on designing an ergometer which helps to
perform simple repetitive movements which have shown to
accelerate recovery of limb function [10]. The ergometer
was also designed to avoid early muscle fatigue during
repetitive electrical stimulation.
II. METHODOLOGY
The dynamic modeling of FES-assisted knee ergometer
consists of the knee ergometer model, humanoid model, and
the musculoskeletal model. The knee ergometer and
humanoid model are visualized by MSC.visualNastran4D
(vN4D) software while the musculoskeletal model is
implemented in Matlab/Simulink.
The closed-loop control system is then developed using
Matlab/Simulink with incorporation of knee swinging
ergometer in vN4D to perform simulation of FES-assisted
knee swinging ergometer.

knee

I. INTRODUCTION
Functional electrical stimulation (FES) is effective in
producing improvements in limb function and was reported
to increase the cortical intensity index in the ipsilateral
primary sensory cortex [1]. Exercise or repetitive execution
of the limb by FES may be crucial for motor relearning and
recovery for stroke patients [2]. However, the fitness of
human muscle was reported to be very nonlinear [3], [4] and
depends on the amount of electrical stimulation applied to
the muscles.
Many studies were conducted to solve the problem of
muscle fatigue during electrical stimulation. These include
FES using N-let pulse train [3], random modulation of
stimulation parameters [4], and many more. However, these
were not practicably viable techniques for muscle fatigue
reduction, since random modulation of stimulation
parameters does not affect much on the muscle fatigue rate.
FES has been combined with lower extremities orthosis

A. Knee Swinging Ergometer
The knee swinging ergometer model is introduced to
allow stroke patient perform continuous FES-induced knee
exercise as well as to avoid early muscle fatique. The idea of
the knee ergometer design is based on the ability of utilizing
the non-paretic leg in assisting the FES-induced paretic leg.
The ergometer consists of two leg braces; right and left and a
bevel gearbox as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. The new knee swinging ergometer.

The principle of the knee ergometer is both right and leftleg-braces are arranged to move in opposite directions as
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shown in Fig. 2(a). The forces contributed from the reduced
angle of the right-leg-brace (non-paretic-flexion) and gravity
will help reduce the force and increase the angle of the leftleg-brace (paretic-extension) and vice versa. This ‘changingin-directions’ movement is driven by the arrangement of
three bevel gears as shown in Fig. 2(b). This mechanism is
designed to utilize the flexed non-paretic knee to help extend
the paretic knee and vice versa. This will also reduce the
stimulation pulse and avoid early muscle fatigue hence
allowing stroke patient to perform continuous and repetitive
FES-assisted knee swinging exercise.

physical characteristic of a stroke patient. This is based on
the work done in [15] where the model was developed with
the characteristic cs of stroke patient taken from the study
done by Remnemark et. al. [16]. The humanoid model is
then seated on the wheelchair so that the shank can swing
about the knee joint while the hip joints are fixed at a
constant angular position. Both legs were tied up to the knee
ergometer as shown in Fig. 3.
C. Musculoskeletal Model
The development of well founded physiological based
muscle model is important in controlling the FES-assisted
knee swinging ergometer. This section describes the
development of the muscle model and segmental dynamics
occurring during FES based on the work done by [17].
The muscle activation model is computed by considering
the effect of nonlinear recruitment characteristic, nonlinear
frequency characteristic, linear second order calcium
dynamic and muscle fatigue or recovery. The muscle
activation model block diagram is shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 2. Principle of the knee swinging ergometer: a) changing-in-direction,
b) bevel gearbox arrangement.
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Fig. 4. Muscle activation model.

The nonlinear recruitment characteristic describes the
normalized motor unit calculated as a function of the pulse
width while the nonlinear frequency characteristic describes
the normalized activation in a single motor unit. The linear
second order calcium dynamics with time constant describes
the phenomenon of calcium ion released from sacroplasmic
reticulum. The muscle fatigue or recovery is modeled by
considering that fatigue is increasing with rising stimulation
frequencies.
In the muscle contraction dynamic as shown in Fig. 5, the
muscle activation is scaled by the maximum isometric

The knee swinging ergometer was then attached to a
wheelchair model. The wheelchair model was developed
with the dimensions of a conventional manual wheelchair
taken from [11]. The complete system composed of the
wheelchair, knee swinging ergometer and a humanoid model
developed by vN4D is shown in Fig. 3.

muscle force and the relation of force-length,
velocity,

f fl and force

f fv in order to get the absolute muscle force. The

active joint moment for each muscle is then obtained from
the product of muscle force and moment arm.

Fig. 3. FES-assisted knee swinging ergometer and humanoid model.
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B. Humanoid Model
In order to simulate the performance of the knee swinging
ergometer, a humanoid model was developed. The eleven
segments contained humanoid model was developed based
on the work done in [12] and the anthropometric data of the
humanoid is based on Winter’s work [13]. The humanoid
model developed in this work is based on human body
whose height is 1.70 m. The anthropometric data from [13]
is used to determine the mass of each body segment and total
body mass based on human body weight of 65 kg. It is also
used to determine other important data such as centre of
mass, segment density, segment volume and segment width.
All can be found in [14].
The humanoid model was also designed to have the
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Fig. 5. Muscle contraction model.

The body segmental dynamic of the muscle model require
consideration of the passive muscle properties, equation of
motion and interaction with the environment. The passive
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muscle properties consist the passive elastic and passive
viscous joint moments. The complete mathematical equation
of the muscle model can be found in [17], [18]. Each of the
muscle model group depends on the specific parameters of
the muscle and independent parameters of the muscle
derived by [17].
The equation of motion and the interaction with the
environment are modeled separately from this muscle model
and incorporated in the knee swinging ergometer with the
developed humanoid model discussed in the previous
section.

pulse widths required to drive the knee swinging exercise.
The electrical stimulation is only required by the quardriceps
for paretic knee extension. After full extension, the paretic
knee will be left released by both gravity and the force from
the extension of the non-paretic knee. A switch is used
between the controller and the muscle model in order to
implement the control technique. The paretic positive
reference knee velocity is used as the control input of the
switch to activate only paretic knee extension.

D. PID Controller
The FES-assisted knee swinging ergometer was controlled
to track predefined reference knee trajectories by applying
control torque to the knee joints. Two steps of simulations
were considered in tuning the PID controllers’ parameters.
The first step do not involves the dynamic muscle model.
This is to obtain the parameters for the non-paretic
controller. The closed loop PID control block diagram of
FES-assisted knee swinging ergometer without the muscle
model is shown in Fig. 6.

The control strategy was implemented to illustrate the
effectiveness of FES-assisted knee swinging ergometer in
reducing electrical stimulation which leads to the reducing of
muscle fatigue.
In the first step, the PID controllers of the system without
muscle model were manually tuned to obtain parameters for
the best trajectories that tracked the predefined reference
trajectories. The controller proportional gain, Kp used was
9.8, the integral gain, Ki was 1.25 while the derivative gain,
Kd was 0.3. Figure 8 shows the knee trajectories and error
obtained from the first simulation. It is shown that the actual
trajectories follow closely the reference trajectories and the
maximum error between the actual and reference knee
trajectories was recorded as 2.7˚ .

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
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Fig. 6. Block diagram of PID control for knee swinging ergometer –
without muscle model.
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A sinusoidal reference signal with frequency of 0.636 Hz
as used in [19] is set as the predefined reference trajectory
for both knee joints. Two PID controllers are used for both
paretic and non-paretic knee joints. The inputs to the
controllers are the error signals (difference between
reference trajectories and actual trajectories) for knee joints.
The outputs of these controllers are the both left and right
knee joints torque. The torques are then fed to the respective
motor constraint of the knee joints of the humanoid model.
The two PID controllers parameter were manually (trial
and error) tuned to obtain the best trajectories that tracked
the predefined reference trajectories. Then the tuned PID
parameters for the non-paretic controller was kept for the
next step which involves the dynamic muscle model in the
system as shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 8. Knee trajectories (a), and error (b), for FES-assisted knee swinging
ergometer without muscle model.
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Result also shows that, to perform a full knee extension,
the paretic knee with the aid of knee ergometer needs only
110 µs of pulse width compared to 220 µswithout knee
ergometer (free swinging knee) with the same stimulation
frequency of 25 Hz. This proves that the developed knee
ergometer had successfully reduces half of the required
electrical stimulation.
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Fig. 7. Block diagram of PID control for FES-assisted knee swinging
ergometer with muscle model.

The PID controllers are used to regulate the stimulation
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The same non-paretic controller parameter used in the
system without muscle model is used in the second
simulation. Tuning of the paretic PID controller was done
base on trial and error technique. The controller proportional
gain, Kp used was 8.25, the integral gain, Ki was 2.35 while
the derivative gain, Kd was 0.24. It was found to be very
hard to get the best tuning since the system involves the
nonlinear muscle model.
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